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ABSTRACT
Accent disguise may confound forensic analysis;
investigation would be assisted by data regarding the
preservation in disguised voice of speech features from the
undisguised voice. Hypolingual /r/-pronunciation in British
English is considered nonstandard and has traditionally been
labelled Òdefective rÓ.  The present paper investigates the
robustness of nonstandard /r/-pronunciation in an assumed
accent. Subjects with a range of /r/-pronunciatons read
sentences in their native accent and then in imitation of
models in an American accent exhibiting lingual, nonlabial
/r/.  Auditory assessment and acoustic analysis suggest that /r/
will be assessed as nonstandard if its F3 is above about 2000
Hz for men and above about 2350 Hz for women.  Of five
subjects whose native /r/ was judged nonstandard, three were
able, in the assumed accent, to produce /r/ which was assessed
as standard.  Further, degree of native nonstandardness in /r/
may possibly be a predictor of inability to modify it.

1. INTRODUCTION
In forensic speaker identification, speech impairments are of
great importance for the phonetician, because of at least two
characteristics: (1) they are idiosyncratic and relatively rare,
and therefore relatively unlikely to appear in speech samples
of two different speakers; (2) they are relatively robust, and
therefore relatively unlikely to be masked by vocal disguise.

The present study focuses on characteristic (2), and was
prompted by a forensic case of voice identification involving
hoax bomb warnings by a telephone caller who apparently
adopted an accent disguise.  Both circumstantial evidence and
general phonetic analysis suggested that the speaker in the
telephone calls and the suspect interviewed by the police were
fairly likely to be one and the same.  However, while the few
instances of /r/ in the threatening telephone calls seemed to be
standard, the spontaneous speech of the interviewed suspect
exhibited nonstandard /r/s.  How likely is it that a speaker
with nonstandard /r/ could affect standard /r/ in a vocal
disguise?  

2. THE NATURE OF /r/
In most British and American accents of English, this i s
usually a voiced postalveolar approximant [¨].  However, i t
exhibits considerable variability in both tongue and lip
activity.  Gimson [2] says of /r/ in RP British English that
Ò[a]lthough for perhaps the majority of RP speakers the lip
position of /r/ is determined by that of the following vowel,
some speakers labialize /r/ whatever the following vowel.Ó
Perhaps this labialization of /r/ has become the norm, at least
in Standard Southern British English.  According to Roach [6],
in /r/ Òit is usual for the lips to be slightly roundedÓ.

  Variants of /r/ with no apical tongue gesture at all are
found in childrenÕs speech, the developmental trajectory
typically being [w] > [V] > [¨].  They are also found in adult
speech, though writers differ as to their regional, social,
idiolectal or normal/disordered status.  For Gimson, the
substitution of /w/ for /r/, Òonce a fashionable affectation (e.g.
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries) is now
heard only amongst children who have not yet acquired [¨], or

as a defective substitution for [¨].  (The labio-dental

frictionless continuant [V] is also commonly substituted for [¨]
in defective speech.)Ó  

Today, hypolingual /r/ is less likely to be described as
ÔdefectiveÕ.  TraskÕs 1996 dictionary [7] defines Ôdefective rÕ as
Òthe realization of /r/ as a labiodental approximant [V], often
wrongly perceived as [w].  Best attested among upper-middle-
class males, this is perhaps more often an affectation than a
true speech defect.Ó  And for Nolan and Oh [4], Òthough it i s
still sometimes regarded as a defective pronunciation, [the
realization of /r/ as [V]] is now a widespread normal variant

(particularly) in urban centres of England.  The use of [V] may
be commented on or mimicked by other speakers who do not
use it, so that it can be argued that it is clearly above the level
of linguistic consciousness.  It is not a sociological indicator
... since it occurs as an optional variant across a range of
socio-economically stratified accents.  It may, however, serve
the role of a generation indicator.Ó  It would be most useful to
have objective field data to confirm or disconfirm the
observations and claims of the literature.

Hypolingual /r/ is not restricted to England, being
reported, for instance, in New York City.  According to Wells
[8], Òthere are quite a few New Yorkers who use a labiodental
approximant, [V], rather than a post-alveolar.  Although
sometimes thought of as typical of Brooklynese, this i s
probably a personal idiosyncrasy not associated with any
particular social parameter.Ó  The actor Al Pacino is a famous
New Yorker with labial /r/.

We henceforth will henceforth refer to hypolingual /r/ not
as defective but as nonstandard.

3. ASSUMPTIONS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In order to investigate the ability of nonstandard-/r/ speakers
to adopt a standard /r/, it is necessary to decide how this
ability may be measured.  We decided to attempt both auditory
and acoustic measures.

Auditory measures were arrived at by eliciting from expert
listeners judgments regarding the standardness of tongue
gesture (see following section).  Acoustically, it is well
established that a lowered F3 is a major cue to standard /r/ in
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English [3, 1].  Our first hypothesis, therefore, was that
nonstandard /r/ exhibits less F3 lowering than standard /r/, or
none at all; i.e. that height of F3 in /r/ correlates with
perceived nonstandardness.

Our central research question can be couched both
auditorily and acoustically:

(i) Auditorily, can speakers whose native /r/ has been
assessed as nonstandard achieve more standard assessment of
their /r/ in vocal disguise?

(ii) Acoustically, can speakers whose native /r/ exhibits
high F3 achieve lower F3 measures in vocal disguise?

4. EXPERIMENT
The robustness of nonstandard /r/ could be tested by giving
overt practical phonetic training to speakers who exhibit i t .
Such a method would to some extent replicate the
circumstances of vocal disguise, where the speaker's
adaptations are consciously motivated.  We chose not to
follow a method drawing overt attention to the speakers' /r/-
articulations.  Although nonstandard /r/ is no longer widely
perceived as calling for speech therapy, it is still stigmatized
in Britain, and is for instance an object of parody in the
speech of celebrities who exhibit it.  

We instead devised an indirect method for encouraging
nonstandard-/r/ speakers to produce standard /r/, by asking
them to imitate the    accent   of a recorded  standard-/r/ speaker.

4.1 Subjects and task
Five male and five female speakers were selected.  All had non-
rhotic Southern British accents, and were aged between 20 and
45.  Four of the speakers were selected on the basis of an
informal assessment that their /r/ was nonstandard; the other
six were informally assessed as having standard /r/-
pronunciation.

The speakers were recorded as they read a set of twelve
phrases, firstly in their native accents, and secondly in
imitation of a recording.  In this recording, presented phrase-
by-phrase via headphones, one of the authors (GL) adopted an
American accent, using a lingual (retroflexed) and non-labial
/r/ throughout.  This accent was chosen for familiarity and
because its standard prevocalic /r/ resembles that of Southern
British, being a nonback lingual approximant.  (Rhoticity
was not a factor in this study since all /r/s analyzed were
prevocalic.)

The phrases were constructed so as to contain /r/ in a
range of contexts, but excluding low and back vowels adjacent
to /r/ (since these vowels exhibit the widest difference between
the two accents involved).

The subjects were recorded using a Sony TCD-D3 DAT
recorder and a Sony ECM-144 electret condenser microphone
in a quiet environment.

4.3 Acoustic analysis
Spectrograms and LPC formant tracks were produced with a
Kay Elemetrics Computer Speech Lab (CSL) 4300 (formant-

tracking frame length: 10 ms; formant bandwidth: 500 Hz;
spectrogram filter bandwidth: 293 Hz).

Measurements were made by eye of the local F3 minimum
within each selected /r/.

It was decided for the first phase of this research to
measure only intervocalic /r/s.  Further, we excluded /r/s
adjacent to the /i/ vowel (e.g. in she reads) since F3 is known
to be markedly raised in this environment [1] and to be hard to
distinguish from F2.  (Later phases of this research will
examine the /i/ and consonantal contexts.)  Thus /r/ was
measured in three phrases, each with [«] as the left context and
a stressed nonlow nonback vowel as the right context (each
uttered twice by each speaker in each accent condition):

A   r  ay of light
The   r  ed box
A   r  isk worth taking

4.4 Auditory assessment
Two expert listeners assessed auditorily the degree to which a
lingual articulation had been employed by the speakers.  Both
are professional linguists not involved with the study, and
both have experience of forensic phonetic casework.

The listeners heard the set of 120 utterances (2x3 phrases
in native accent and 2x3 phrases in assumed accent, for each of
the 10 speakers), in randomized order on DAT tape and
presented via headphones.  Each listener was asked to rate the
standardness of /r/-pronunciation in each utterance, using a 5-
point scale where 1 represented a standard tongue gesture and 5
represented the least standard lingual articulation (no
noticeable tongue gesture).  The listeners were asked to
disregard both labialization and any rhoticity in the American-
accented pronunciations of the word worth.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As can be seen from Table 1, the two expert listeners were in
considerable agreement regarding assessment of
nonstandardness, with a correlation of 0.76.  (The chief source
of disparity can be attributed to the fact that one used the
extreme nonstandardness rating of 5 much more sparingly.)
For comparison with the acoustic results, it was desirable to
give each speaker a single nonstandardness value for each of
the accent conditions.  Given the level of agreement between
the two listeners, their rating scores for each speaker were
averaged.

Table 2 shows mean F3 values for each speaker in both
native and assumed accents. To facilitate comparison of the
male and female subjects together, the malesÕ F3 means were
roughly normalized to the femalesÕ by increasing them by
17%, a factor derived from Peterson and BarneyÕs F3 data for
33 men and 28 women [5].  The malesÕ raw means are shown in
Table 2 in addition to their normalized means.
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first second listener
listener 1 2 3 4 5

1 21 28 9 1
2 5 9 7 5
3 2 2 2
4 1 1 1 12 12
5 2

Table 1.  Matrix showing correspondence of nonstandardness
ratings between the two expert listeners (correlation 0.76).

The relationship between each speakerÕs assessment
scores and F3 means in the native accent condition is shown
by the graph in Figure 1.  The roughly diagonal arrangement
of the points demonstrate a rather clear proportionality
between assessed nonstandardness and F3, supporting our first
hypothesis.

Figure 1 also reveals a broad grouping of the speakers into
two families, a relatively standard family below a threshold F3
value of about 2350 Hz and a relatively nonstandard family
above that threshold.  (Bear in mind that the malesÕ F3 means
have been normalized upwards; the non-normalized threshold
for the males alone would be around 2000 Hz.)

However, no conclusions about general populations can
be drawn from the grouping of speakers into two families.  The
number of subjects is small, and the speakers had been
informally pre-selected for being rather clearly standard or
nonstandard.  Note also that even the relatively standard-/r/
family exhibits a range of F3 values and standardness ratings:
ÒstandardnessÓ appears to cover a range of realizations, both
acoustically and perceptually.

Further examination of Figure 1 reveals that the
nonstandard-/r/ family itself appears to divide into two
subgroups: the /r/s of two speakers were judged more
nonstandard than those of the other three.

This subdivision is most striking in Figure 2, which plots
assesment of native-accent /r/ against assessment of assumed-
accent /r/, and provides a tentative answer to our chief research
question.  The two speakers with least standard /r/ are isolated
at the top right of the graph, showing that in assuming an
accent they have not altered the assessed standardness of their
/r/-pronunciation.  However, the subgroup of three speakers
whose native /r/ is somewhat less nonstandard have clearly
been able, in the assumed accent, to produce /r/s which were
rated as standard, i.e. at very similar levels to the standard-/r/
family.  (Assessment as more standard was paralleled by
correspondingly lower F3 values in the assumed accent.)

In conclusion, it appears that at least some speakers
whose spontaneous /r/-pronunciation appears nonstandard
(and can be quantified as such in both auditory and acoustic
terms) are capable of producing standard /r/ in the context of
accent imitation.  Further research will explore the tentative
possibility suggested by these data that the speakers whose
native /r/ is least standard are also those who are least likely to
disguise it as standard, i.e. that degree of nonstandardness in
/r/-pronunciation is a predictor of inability to modify /r/ in
accent disguise.
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Figure 1.  SpeakersÕ mean nonstandardness rating against their mean F3 value, in native /r/-pronunciation.  (Means for male
speakers have been normalized to female range.)   The crosses are equivalent to ± 2 standard deviations.

Figure 2.  SpeakersÕ mean nonstandardness rating in native /r/-pronunciation against their mean nonstandardness rating in the
assumed accent (arbitrary  units).   The crosses are equivalent to ± 2 standard deviations.
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